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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EAST AFRICAN MARINE 
FISHERIES llliSEARCH ORGANIZATION, 1962 

It is inconceivable that any year will be ever more testing for EkMPRO 
than 1962. The Organizaltion was criticized at the 17th (and last) Mooting of Ithe 
East African Agricultural and Fisheries Research Council on 25-26 January, 1962; 
and alt the 1st Meeting of the Resea1rch and Social Services Triumvirate, held on 
1st 'February, the decision was 1:aken to close down EAMFRO on the gJ10unds 
that this branch of research activity was unlikely to provide any immediate eco
nomic advantages to East Africa, and that the money and resources involved 
could be used more profitably in other ways. The target for final closure was set 
'for 30th June, 1962, and arrangements were put in hand immediately to that 
effect. Research activity was halted, orders for equipment and periodicals were 
cancelled, and all work was stopped on the refit of the Research Vessel 
MANIHINE. 

Consileralble publicity was given to the affairs of EAMFRO in the Press 
and elsewhere, not only in East Africa, and as a result of the many representations 
made on behalf of the Organization the situation was reviewed by the Ministerial 
Committee and the· decision was rescinded. 

The -reasons why it should ever have been considered that EAMFRO has 
no prominent part to play in the East African scene are obscure. Although the 
existing indigenous marine fishery produces the minute catch of 20,000 tons a 
year, nevertheless it is the view of EAMFRO that if the various recommenda
tions of the Organization are followed, then East Africa can within a few years 
have a useful marine fishing industry. Emphasis is placed on the word "industry" 
as it is an integrated programme of development that is required, and not simply 
an improvement in the means of catching fish. (*) 

The development of a marine fishing industry where none existed prelViously 
would benefit any country: the economic and nutritional value of such develop
ment is even more important to East Africa where the general standard of living 
is low, and where a large proportion of the population suffers from a protein 
deficient diet. 

During the 12 years since the inception of the Organization, EA!MFRO 
has explored both the demersal and the pelagic fish fairly thorougWy. (All the 
papers which have been published by the members of staff are listed at the end 
of this -report together with a summary of each.) The inescapable conclusions 
from these investigations are that: (a) The narrow strip of continental shelf off 
the East African coast, which is the basis of the traditional canoe-type fishery, 
does not have the necessary stocks of demersal fish to support a fishing industry 
(Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the narrowness of the continental shelf and the steeply 
falling sea-bed: East Africa has one of the most steeply sloping coasts in the 
world), and (b) There are unexploited stocks of pelagic fish of almost certainly 
high but essentially still unknown potential along the entire East African coast, 
the only limitations to an immediate increase in the production of fish from the 
sea being a lack of cash and a lack of equipment. 

(*) See; Some factors in the development of an East African marine fishing industry. (0. N. F. 
Hall. Manuscript submitted to Nature.) 

---------~-------------------_.---_.--
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The first and most important step in the production of an East Mrican 
marine fishing industry is to break with tradition and to adopt a completely new 
approaoh Ito oommercial fiShing. It is believed Ithat this first step has been 
achieved, as, following EAMFRO recommendations made early in 1961, the 
Zanzibar Government has now lent active support to two purse seine projects: 
(a) An investigation of the catches made by purse seining brightly illuminated 
areas at night, and (b) An investigation into the surface shoaling pelagic scombrid 
fishes. In addition to this, the Governments of Kenya and Tanganyika have 

. approved the projects, which	 are to be carried out under the close supervision of 
EAMFRO. 
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Staff 

The Director was absent from zanzibar on leave and duty in the United 
Kingdom from 23rd July to 7th December. 

Mr. B. E. Bell returned from leave in the United Kingdom on 8th January. 

Mr. F. Williams left zanzibar on leave pending retirement on 5th June. Mr. 
Williams first came to Zanzibar on 1st December, 1951, and became by far the 
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most experienced of the Organization's research officers. His eleven years of work 
on the pelagic species of East Africa have been of the very greatest value to the 
Territories, and it is largely as a result of his investigations that EAMFRO is 
able to make positive proposals for the development of an East African marine 
fishing industry. Mr. Williams has accepted the new position of Director of the 
Guinean Trawling Survey, in which venture we wish him every success. 

Dr. A. J. 'Bruce left Zanzibar at the end of his contract on 31st March. This 
was at a time when EAMFRO was under sentence of closure, and during his 
leave Dr. Bruce accepted a post with the University of Hong Kong. 

The Mate of the research vessel, Mr. R. Houareau, left Zanzibar on com
pletion of his contract on 8th July. 

It is reported with regret that the Chief Engineer of the research vessel, Mr. 
E. A. 'Larue, died on 5th September after an illness lasting several months. Mrs. 
Larue returned to the Seychelles on 19th December. 

Mr. Hemed Hamdan Salim, Laboratory Assistant, absented himself from 
duty on 24th December and was dismissed. 

During the period of leave and duty spent by the Director in the United 
Kingdom, interviews were held at the Department of Technical Co-operation and 
at 'the Crown Agents for Oversea Governments and Admin~tra,tions for 'the 
selection of new research officers and new ship's officers. Suitable candidates were 
found for all the vacant posts. The new officers for the R.V. MANIHINE, Captain 
E. Robertson (Master), Mr. F. W. Wiseman (Mate) and Mr. D. L. A. Briggs 
(Engineer-in-Charge) all arrived in Zanzibar by air on 13th December, and after 
a period of introduction to EAMFRO and East Africa, flew to Mombasa to 
take over the vessel on 23rd December. 

The selected research officers will take up their appointments with 
EA:MFRO during Vhe first half of 1963. 

Two new posts were created with effect from 1st July, one for an artisan 
and one for a driver. They are currently filled as shown in the staff list. 

Meetings, Conferences and Courses 

The Director attended the final (17th) meeting of the East African Agri
cultural and Fisheries Research Council, held at Muguga, Nairobi, on 25th-26th 
January. To take over the duties of this Council, and to provide for the more 
effective continuation of inter-territorial research, a new body, the East African 
Natural Resources Research Council, is to be formed. 

There was no meeting of the Research Co-ordinating Committee during 1962. 

Shore Installations 

Continuing the programme of steady improvement ,to the staff houses at 
Mazizini, the bathrooms of two of the houses received considerable attention 
during the year, and the outsides of all the houses were painted. 

Final approval to build the £15,000 laboratory extension was received on 
29th December. The con'tractors who have been selected to undertake the work 
are Messrs. Yusuf Mussa MOledina & Brothers, and the estimated time for com
pletion is nine months. 
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Research Vessels 

R.V. MANIHINE.-The rescission of the decision to close EAMFRO did 
not restore the original situation, and this is particularly true in the case of the 
MANIHINE, the refit of which cannot now be completed before April, 1963. 
over 12 months late. It is probable that even then she will be without some of the 
essential items of scientific equipment (for example, it is unlikely that the hydro
graphic winch will be received in time for fitting by April) for the fitting of which 
she will return to Mombasa later in the year. 

The protraction of the refit due to the difficulties of early 1962 made it clear 
that at best only a few months' seatime could be expected before the vessel would 
have to return to dock for her four-yearly Lloyd's special hull and machinery 
survey, due in June, 1963. To avoid taking the vessel out of action so SiOon after 
recommissioning, and considering that she has had no use and little attention for 
two years, it was decided to advance the date of the survey: when MANIHINE 
finally leaves Mombasa she should be as sound structurally and mechanically as 
she has ever been (.100 AI-the highest yacht classification possible), and 
equipped as a research vessel on a much higher scale than ever before. 

R.L. CHERMIN.--owing to the cessation of research activities in early 1962, 
the Research Launch CHERMIN, now in very good condition, was not used 
extensively during the year. 

Visitors and Other Events 

All other events during 1962 were oversl).adowed by the difficulties in the 
early part of the year, associated with which was a comprehensive Board of 
Survey. This survey was held at the laboratory 2nd-6th April, during which time 
all the physical assets of the Organization were considered, and recommendations 
made for their disposal in the event of the closure of EAMFRO. 

The F.N.S. COMMANDANT ROBERT GIRAUD (Captain Reynaud
Lacroze) visited Zanzibar 28th-31st August while engaged in a cruise of the Inter
national Indian Ocean Expedition. The only member of the research staff then 
remaining in Zanzibar was Mr. B. E. Bell, the hydrologist, but a most welcome 
exchange of visits took place. The Organization would like to acknowledge its 
particular indebtedness to Dr. M. 'Menache, the Scientist-in-Charge. 

The American research vessel ARGO (Captain Fenning) operated by the 
Scripp's Institute of Oceanography, did not visit zanzibar whilst in the East 
African area, but Mr. 'Bell was able to visit the vessel in Mombasa, 26th-27th 
July, and discuss problems of mutual interest with Dr. John Knauss and his staff. 
The funds enabling Mr. Bell to undertake this most useful visit were made avail
able by the American Consul in Zanzibar, Mr. F. Picard, to whom the Organiza
tion is indebted. 

Visitors connected with the planning and organization of the International 
Indian Ocean Expedition were Mr. R. G. Snider, the Co-ordinator of the Expedi
tion, and Mrs. Snider (21st-23rd April) and Mr. A. R. Miller of the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute (8th-9th May). 

Mr. Mohammed Ahmed, a Zanzibar Fisheries Assistant recruit, undertook 
training with the Organization for some weeks from 8th January. 1t is regretted 
that this training was not so productive as it might have been owing to the diffi
culties which were being experienced at that time. 
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Miss R. Thornhill of the East African Statistical Department used 
EAMFRO as her headquarters during March-April while conducting a six
week survey of daily paid labour, undertaken at the invitation of the Zanzibar 
Government. 

'Professor C. M. Yonge, undertaking a review of some African research 
organizations for the Department of Technical Co-operation, visited EAMFRO 
16th-18th September. Professor Yonge's visit was most valued, as he has always 
been a staunch supporter of EAMFRO:, it is hoped thaI\! the Organization 
will be rather more active for his next visit than it was during September. 

International Indian Ocean Expedition 
There were no great developments in the planning and organization of the 

research cruises during the year owing to the set-back which occurred during the 
early months. Details of the cruises cannot be worked out until the performance 
of R.V. MANIHINE, following the modifications undertaken during the refit, can 
be calibrated, but it seems likely that the following itinerary should be possible 
for the first cruise, which is planned provisionally for 20th January-30th March, 
1964: 

Date Track Miles Duration (days) 
Dep. 
Arr. 

Zanzibar 
Seychelles 

20 Jan. 
29 Jan. 1,180 10 

Dep. 
Arr. 

Seychelles 
Mombasa 

1 Feb. 
9 Feb. 960 8 

Dep. 
Arr. 

Mombasa 
Aden .. 

12 Feb. 
8 Mar. 3,150 25 

Dep. 
Arr. 

Aden .. 
Zanzibar 

12 Mar. 
30 Mar. 2,300 19 

Total track miles 7,590 
Total duration (days) 71 

The track for this cruise is not altered greatly from that published in the 
Annual Report for 1960 (p. 21), the only difference being the inclusion of the 
five I.I.O.E. Reference Stations 13, 8, 12, 11 and to, which will be occupied in 
that order. 

Reference Station Position 
8 12°N 63°E 

10 0° 55°E 
11 7°N 52°E 
12 14° lI'N 51° 49'E(*) 
13 80 S 44°E 

(*) This position lies about 125 miles N.E. of the position quoted by the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission for Reference Station 12, 
'but it is "in the deepest paN of ,the area", and, following the general 
recommendation, this is the station which will be occupied. 

The cruise will be run on a basis of "Fishing" and "Non-fishing" days, in the 
approximate proportion of one fishing day to two non-fishing days, and following 
the principles laid down in Copenhagen in 1960, samples and observations for 
primary productivity and for chemical and physical oceanography will be taken 
during "Noon" stations (to.oo-13.oo hr.) and samples for the assessment of pig
ment and zooplankton concentrations will be taken during "Night" stations (21.00
midnight). Noon and night stations will be worked every day, whether fishing or 
not. 

Active fishing operations will include Isaacs-Kidd trawling for small nekton 
at selected depths, and day-long casts with a deep (tuna) longline. 
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On this ·basis, the most profitable arrangement gives the following break
down:

Total noon stations 58 (sampling to the sea-bed at the 5 
reference stations, otherwise to 
2000m.) 

Total night stations 57 
Total fishing days 18 

So far as BAiMPRO is concerned, one of the most important develop
ments during the year was the selection of the Director as subject leader for the 
fisheries aspects of the International Indian Ocean Expedition. This selection 
follows the adoption of a resolution on the matter at the Second Session of the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission which was held in Paris 20th-28th 
September, 1962. The subject leader is to be responsible, under the Secretary of 
the Commission, for co-ordinating the programmes concerned, and for securing 
the utmost benefit from the expedition in respect to all fisheries of the area, 
existing or potential. As the selection took place at the end of the year, no events 
consequent upon it were possible before the close of 1962. 

The Scientific Investigations of the Organization 
Following the Ministerial decision on 1st February, 1962, to close down 

EAMFRO, all field activity was halted; nor was it possible to restart any 
activity when the decision was rescinded as the research staff had left by that time 
or was preparing to leave. 

A discovery of considerable significance was recorded by Dr. J. H. Wick
stead, who is continuing, at IPlymouth, the analysis of the zooplankton collected 
during his survey of the East African coast during 1960-61. This concerns the 
quantity of zooplankton in the sea, and belies the popular conception of 
"impoverished tropical seas". It is now known that the zooplankton concentra
tion (standing crop) of the waters adjacent to the East African coast is comparable 
to that of some temperate waters, for example, the English Channel, while offshore, 
although the composition of the zooplankton population is very different from 
the coastal plankton, the biomass is not greatly different: and this is in an area 
of the Indian Ocean that is not considered to be particularly fertile. 

This discovery accords with the recent findings of other workers (for example 
those of Prof. B. G. Bogorov-personal communication). The deprecatory attitude 
to rtropica'l seas is changing fa~, a change which is due in part to the fa·r-·ranging 
fishing and research activities of such countries as America, Japan, Great Britain 
and Russia, and partly to the studies undertaken by marine research stations, 
such as BAMFRO, which are sited in strategic ·situations. 

Conclusions 
Although EA'MFRO continues in name, the Organization in existence 

today bears but little resemblance to that of three years ago. It is not sufficient 
for BAiMFiRO to undertake marine research: the function of EAMFRO 
must be to stimulate the development of a marine fishing industry in East Africa. 
This requires a ruthless concentration of research activity on the pelagic fish, and 
in order to do this many changes have had to be made in the whole structure of 
EAtMFRO. The crisis of early 1962, while upsetting the organized transition, 
merely precipitated other aspects. 

zanzibar, D. N. F. HALL, 
10th April, 1963. Director. 
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Publications, Excluding Annual Reports, by the Staff of EAMFRO Since the 
Inception of the Organization 

EAMFRO 
Ref. No. Author, Title and other information 

1.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1953. Catches of Coryphaena hippurus (L.) in the 
Western Indian Ocean. 

Nature 171: 703. 

Summary. From the information obtained from an examination of 
27 specimens it appears that Coryphaena hippurus makes an annual 
inshore spawning migration between February and June. 

2.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1956. Preliminary survey of the pelagic fishes of East 
Africa. 

Fish Publ., London No.8: pp. 68. 

Summary. Twenty-eight species of fish were taken by multiple tmll
ing between September, 1951, and January, 1954. They are all 
described; and the catch, seasonal abundance, distnibution, food 
and feeding habits are discussed. 

The total weight of fish caught dudng the survey was 8,635 lb. 
Of this, 7,803 lb. were caught at trolling speed in 6,822 line-hours. 
giving a catch-rate of 1.14 Ib./line-hour. The breakdown of the 
catch, by weight, was: Carangidae (mainly C. ignoblis) 42.5 per 
cent, Scombridae (mainly S. commerson) 22.0 per cent, Sphyraen
idae 12.0 per cent, Lutianidae (ma,inly Aprion virescens) 11.0 per 
cent, Serranidae (mainly Plectropoma maculatum) 8.2 per cent. 
Coryphaena hippurus 4.2 per cent. 

Particular attention is drawn to the numerous shoals of tunny
like scombrids, which were recorded during the survey from the 
whole length of the East African (Kenya/Tanganyika) coast and 
were found in greater concentrations in North Mafia Bay and 
Zanzibar Ohannel. The shoals, which appeared to be more numer
ous dUI'ing the nor,th-east monsoon, were of tllree types: (1) Bonito 
and/or skipjack or in some cases Megalaspis cordyla (Carang
idae); (2) Yellowfin tunny and/or Riippell's bonito. or possibly 
an unidentified species of tunny; (3) Rostrelliger sp. or a similar 
small scombrid. These 'shoals were usually feeding and d~d not 
take a trolled lure. They are not exploited by the existling fishery. 

3. WILLIAMS, F. 1956. Deep-water Fishing off the Kenya Coast. 

In: EAMFRO Annual Report 1955/56: 21-23. 

Summary. The attention of the Organization was drawn to high 
catches of demersal fish which had been taken in re,latively deep 
water (46-65 fm.) off the north Kenya Coast by the Senior Assist
ant Fish Warden (Mr. T. E. Allfree), and some anomalies which 
had been encountered. The results of an exploratory cruise to 
the area are ~ven and a number of research problems associated 
with the area defined. One ,important feature of the area is that 
off-shore shallower areas are separated from the coastal strip by 
a valley ("Tenewi Valley") which reaches a maximum depth of 
75 fm. 
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EAMFRO 
Ref. No.	 Author, Title and other information 

4.	 TALBOT, F. H., and WILLIAMS, F. 1956. Sexual colour differences in 
Caranx ignobilis (Forsk). 

Nature 178: 934. 

Summary. Maturity is reached at 500-650 mm. S.L. Male specimens 
more than 500 mm. lorng have a dusky to black body, head and 
fins. In females over 500 mm., the body and head are' pale to 
silvery except for slight duskiness on the back: the fins are pale 
to dusky hyaline and 'small black dots may be present on the 
upper sides of the body. 

5.	 NEWELL, B. S. 1957. A preliminary survey of the hydrography of the 
British East African coastal waters. 

Fish. Publ. London No.9: p. 21. 

Summary. The preliminary survey took place between October, 1953, 
and September, 1954. The surface water has a temperature maxi
mum (29.7 0 C.) in March and April at the end of the northerly 
monsoorn, and a temperature minimum (24.3 0 C.) in September at 
the end of the southerly monsoon. In the' northerly mornsoon 
(December to April) when the north-flowing East African Coastal 
Current is slowest, in addition to the "main" thermocl[ne at the 
interface with the Arabian Sea Water, two more shallower thermo
clines were recorded: during the southerly monsoon strong winds 
produce an almost homogeneous surface water layer, and only 
the "main" thermocline exists. The main thermocline, between the 
East African Coastal Current and the A.rabian Sea Water, is 
deeper towards the south than the north, and deeper during the 
southerly than the northerly monsoon: during the southerly 
monsoon the main thermocline is also deeper towards the coast 
than off'shore (although downwelling was considered not to take 
take place) but dUlling the northerly monsoon the thermocline 
profile at right-angles to the coast is probably horizontal. The 
range of depth of the main thermocline is 'approximately 60 m. 
(northerly station. northe,rly monsoon) to 150 m. (southerly station, 
southerly monsoon). 

The surface salinity max[mum lags behind the temperature 
minimum by two or three months, while the surface salinity 
minimum, which occurs in May, lags behind the temperature 
maximum by one to two months. There is a sharp boundary 
between the surface current and the underlying saline stratum of 
of Arabian Sea Water, beneath which again there is a region of 
mixing leading to the low salinity of the Antarctic Intermediate 
Water. 

There is a possibility that, during the northerly monsoon, the 
warm and highly saline water of the southerly flowing Somalia 
Current s,inks beneath the surface in the region north of Lamu 
and makes a limited southerly penetration. 

6.	 TALBOT, F. H., and NEWELL, B. S. 1957. A preliminary note on the 
breeding and growth of Tilapia in marine fish ponds on ZaIl2libar 
Island. 

E. Afr. agric. for. I. 22 (3): 118-121. 
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Ref. No. Author, Title and other information 

Summary. This paper describes an initial experiment in the stocking 
of marine fish ponds with a species of Tilapia indigenous to 
Zanzibar. 301 juvenile Tilapia were put into the pond following a 
suitable acclimatization process: their average weight was 0.25 oz., 
with the standard length ranging from 40 to 80 mm. After six 
months the pond was reaped by rotenone poisoning and netting. 
27 per cent of the original stock had survived, the largest fishes 
now weighing 8 oz. The remaining fish of the 248 removed were 
of two groups of sharply defined smaller, immature specimens. 
It appears that the original fish had matured at some size between 
90 and 120 mm. and had bred twice. 

7.	 TALBOT, F. H. 1957. The fishes of the genus Lutianus of the East 
African Coast. 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (12) 10: 241-258. 

Summary. Over 1,000 lutianid specimens were collected by a variety 
of fishing techniques from along the coastlines of Kenya, Tanga
nyika and Zanzibar. 13 species were identified: they are all des
cribed, with an ecological note on each, and illustrated by photo
graphs. A key is given. 

8.	 WILLIAMS, F., and NEWELL, B. S. 1957. Notes on the biology of the 
doradeor dolphin-fish (Coryphaena hippurus) in East African 
waters. 

E. Afr. agric. for. J. 23 (2): 113-118. 

Summary.	 The distribution in time and space, the food, and the sex 
condition of 98 specimens caught between January, 1952, and 
December, 1956, are discussed in the light of the available hydro
logical information. 

9.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1958. Fishes of the family Carangidae in British East 
African waters. 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (13) 1: 369-430. 

Summary.	 More than 2,000 specimens were obtained for study by a 
variety of fishing techniques from the coasts of Kenya, Tanga
nyika and Zanzibar. 30 species 'of 12 genera were identified, one 
new to science (Carangoides rectipinnus). They are all described, 
some with additional notes, and 21 species are illustrated by photo
graphs. A key to the genera is given, together with keys to the 
species. 

10.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1958. A preliminary report on deep water fishing off the 
north Kenya coast. 

E. Afr. agric. for. J. 24 (1): 61-63. 
Summary. Following a report that demersal fish were to be caught in 

quantity off Lamu in north Kenya, four cruises were made to the 
area between April, 1956, and March, 1957. Fishing was under
taken exclusively by handlines oarrying 2-3 hooks. 32 species of 
fish and shark were caught in depths ranging from 18 to 79 fm. 
The average catch-rate for 5,676 lb. of fish was 18.7 lb./line/hour 
with species of Lutianus comprising over 50 per cent of the catch 
by weight. 
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Ref. No.
 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Author, Title and other information 

MORGANS, J. F. C. 1958. Three confusing species of serranid fish, 
one described as new, from East Mrica. 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (1.3) 1: 642-656. 

Summary. Epinephelus tukula sp. nov. is distinguished from E. dispar 
(Playfair) (S.5.) and E. fuscoguttatus (Forsk.). Descriptions are 
given together with a key and photographs. 

TALBOT, F. H. 1958. On Plectropomus maculatus (Bloch) and P. mar
moratus (n. sp.) from East Africa (Pisces, Serranidae). 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (13) 1: 748-752. 

Summary. Plectropomus maculatus has a variety of colour forms, and 
there has been a tendency to attribute all fish of the genus to that 
spec,ies. Based on a study of 162 specimens of the genus taken 
during ~outill'e investigations 'between 1954 and 1957, 52 speci
mens were recogrnzed as a distinct and new species having a more 
conslJan't colour~form ,than P. maculatus. The wedge-shaped cross
ba,rring usuai}ly found in aU va·tielties of P. maculatus during some 
stage is never present in the new species, to whiCih the name 
P. marmoratus is given. 

MORGANS, J. F. C. 1959. The fishery banks off Lamu. 

In: EAMFRO AnniJal Report 1958: 16-17. 

Summary. When research cruises were made to the newly discovered 
pr-oductive area off IliOrth Kenya it was found that the existing 
charts were quite inadequate. A bathymetric survey had to be 
undertaken concurrently with the investigation of the fishery 
potential. Based on the results of 12 cruises it was possible to 
delimit the area which may be fished. Approximately 1,140 square 
nautical miles are enclosed between the coast and the 100 fm. 
contour, of which 420 n.m.' are within the range 0-40 fm. and 
720 n.m.' within the range 40-100 fm. The topography, however, 
is complex. 

The most promising types of fishing appear to be: (a) 
Bottom fishing with lines or reels on rough ground at 20-50 fm., 
where the catches consist chiefly of lutianrids, serranids and Ileth
riuids. (b) Fishing with lines or reels just above the bottom in 
50-75 fm. within and below the thermocline, where the ca,tches 
consist chiefly of lutianids and Cheimerius nufar. (c) Bottom fish
ing wirtl 'lines or reels and possibly ,trawling on smooth bottoms 
at 40-50 fm. where the catches are chiefly of lethrinids and small 
serratliids. 

WILLIAMS, F. 1959. A note on the use of trammel nets in East African 
waters. 

In: EAMFRO Annual Report 1958: 18-19. 

Summary. Between April, 1955, and April, 1958, 59 sets were made 
with three to nine trammel nets, each net being 20 fm. long X 
1 fm. deep. The depth of water ranged from 2 to 10 fm., and 
the fishing time was normally from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. (dusk till 
dawn). Owing to protruding coral heads the nets could not be set 
on the sea bed. Even when set 3 ft. above the sea bed they were 
still frequently dama,ged. 
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The total weight of fish caught in the 130 nets set was 
1,197 lb. (Sha'rks 266 Illb.; ,Rays 505 lb.; Teleosts 426 lb.) When 
set over coral the catch-rate was 16.7 lb./net/set, compared with 
3.5 lb./net/set when set over ,a "soft" bo,ttom. The commercial 
importance of the elasmobranchs in the catches was enhanced as 
they did not deteniorate in the net during the night: when the 
nets were hauled, many of the teleosts, especially the small 
vegetable and coral feeders, were found to be unfit for human 
consumption. 

NEWELL, B. S. 1959. The hydrography of the British East African 
coastal waters. Part II. 

Fish. Publ., London No. 12: 1'1'.18. 

Summary. The purposes of the survey were to confirm and amplify 
the deductions drawn from .the previous survey and ,to obtain an 
estimate of 'the ferti'Fity of the waters. The surface walter of the Bast 
African Coastal Current is characterized by low density, high pH, 
low phosphate concentration, relatively low salinity, high tempera
ture, and high oxygen content. At the thermocline between the 
surface water and the Arabian Sea Water, abrupt changes occur, 
there being a rise in density, fall in pH, rise in phosphate con
centration, rise in salinity, fall of. temperature and fall in oxygen 
content. 

Below 240 m. is found the layer of Antarctic Intermediate 
Water, where the salinity begins to decrease sharply whilst the 
temperature falls less rapidly: oxygen and pH values increase 
while the total phosphate concentration decreases. 

Temperature and salinity measurements confirm the earlier 
conclusions, n.amely that the coastal surface waters reach their 
maximum temperature and minimum salinity at the end of the 
north-east monsoon, and their minimum Itemperature and maxi
mum sal~nity at the end of the south-eas't monsoon. An outburst 
of phytoplankton growth commences during the north-east moo
soon the actual time of commencement being dependent on the 
severity of the preceding south-east monsoon. The phytoplankton 
outburst appears to reach its maximum in about March, and 
decline through May. From June to September the coastal waters 
appear to possess their minimum fertility. 

Current measurements made off Zanzibar indicate that, dur
ing the north-east monsoon, the water of the East African Coastal 
Current moves obliquely onshore: during the south-east monsoon 
the surface wa~ter tends Ito a direction parallel with 'the shore. The 
Arabian Sea 'Water tends to flow 'in a reverse dkection to the 
surface wa,ter. 

WILLIAMS, F. 1959. The barracudas (genus Sphyraena) in British East 
Mrican Waters. 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (13) 2: 92-128. 

Summary. Eight species of the genus are identified and described, one 
new to science (Sphyraena bleekeri). Each lis illus,trated with a 
photograph and a key is given. 
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17.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1959. Marlins in British East African Waters. 

Nature 183: 762-763. 

Summary. The only species of marlin caught by EAMFRO, or seen in 
the fish markets of East Africa by the staff of the Organization, 
between 1951 and 1959 :is the striped marlin, Makaira audax 
Phillipi. Deta:ils are given of 16 specimens examined, the weights 
of which 'ranged from 75 ,to 190 'lb., and some features discussed. 

18.	 MORGANS, J. F. C. 1959. The' North Kenya Banks. 

Nature 184: 259-260. 

Summary. The significance of the North Kenya Banks, which extend 
offshore only about 30 miles and along the coast about 40 miles, 
to a coastline along which thecontineflital shelf is otherwise par
ticularly narrow, is discussed, and the importance of the area 
as a potential source of fish is emphasized. 

19.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1959. Black Marlin lin British East African Waters. 

Nature 184: B.A. 78. 

Summary. The pres'ence of black madin off East Africa was confirmed 
by the capture during Iongline operations of two specimens, of 
125 lb. and 135 lb. weight, respectively, 10 miles off the coast of 
Tanganyika in latitude 8 a S. It is rare in ~omparison with the 
striped ma.rIlin. 

20.	 MORGANS. J. F. C. 1959. The sea we fish in. 

E. Afr. agric. for. I. 25 (2): 91-96. 

Summary. Some of BAMFRO's important biologi~al discoveries are 
examined in the light of the existing hydrological knowledge. The 
East African· Coastal Current and ,the deeper Arabian Sea Water 
'have typically different fish faunas: both 'faunas have considerable 
potential. Some species of fish appear to roam from one side of 
the thermocline to the other. The distribution of some species 
along the East African coast is probably limited by the degree 
of southward penetration of the Somalia Current. 

21.	 WHEELER, J. F. G. 1959. Sharks of the western Indian Ocean. 
I-Loxdon	 macrorhinus M. & H. 

E. Afr. agric. for. I. 25 (2): 106-109. 

Summary. Many different species of shark occur along the East 
African coast: although some are easily recognized forms, the 
majomty possess few distinguishing characters. Loxodon macro
rhinus has a maximum length probably not exceeding one metre. 
Diagnostic characters include the slender body-form, the presence 
of nictitating membranes and spiracles; restricted labial furrows, 
unserrated oblique teeth, and the relative position and size of the 
dorsal fins. 

22.	 WHEELER, J. F. G. 1960. Sharks of the western Indian Ocean. U-Tri
aenodon obesus (Ruppell). 

E. Afr. agric. fOT.I. 25 (3): 202-204. 
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Summary. 1t m. ~s believed to be the extreme limit of growth. The 

body-form is very slim and the head is flat, thin, and nearly semi
circular in outline in a dorsal view. Nictitating membranes are 
present Ibut there a're no spiraoles. The body !is limp and unusually 
smooth. Other characteristics ·include large giJl slits, mainly tri
cuspid teeth, and the relative positions and proportions of the 
median fins. 

WHEELER, J. F. G. 1960. Sharks of the western Indian Ocean. 
III-earcharinus menisorrah (Muller and Henle). 

E. Afr. agric. for. J. 25 (4): 271-273. 

Summary. Carcharinus menisorrah is believed to grow not much more 
than one metre in length. Of the many species of the genus. 
C. menisorr.ah stands out by reason of a black-lipped second 
dorsal fin which contrasts stxongly with a pale grey body. Small 
labial furrows extend outwards from the angles of the jaw. The 
teeth have a single cusp: the upper teeth are serrated on both 
edges, but the lower teeth are unserrated. The scales have five 
keels, with a strong middle spine. 

TALBOT, F. H. 1960. Notes on the biology of the' Lutjanidae (Pisces) 
of the East African coast, with special reference to L. bohar 
(Forskal). 

Ann. S. Afr. Mus. 45 (5): 549-573. 

Summary. Between 1954 and 1957, lutjanid material was collected by a 
variety of fishing techniques, particularly from 3 to 14 fm., but 
also down to 100 fm. The work has centred on the reefs off Lamu 
(N. Kenya), in the Mafia Archipelago (Tanganyika), and off 
Latham Island, a small island south-east of Zanzibar. 

Seventeen species of the family Lutjanidae were recognized, 
and notes on their distribution, feeding, spawning seasons and 
shoaling ha'bits are presented. Eight species of the genus Lutjanus 
were found only in shallow water, and were never found below 
the limit of active coral growth (about 15 fm.). The main thermo

cline, which in the areas studied varied in depth between 25 and 
50 fm., is suggested to be a barrier to deeper distribution of five 
species, four s~es of Lutjanus and Aprion virescens, which 
ranged from shallow water to below the level of the living coral 
reefs. Three species, Pristipomoides microlepis. P. typus and 
Aphareus rutilans. were found only in deeper water, never above 
the main thermocline. 

No evidence of mig.rations was found.
 
Some species demonstrated a specific preference for either a
 

sheltered coral habitat or coral exposed to violent wave action. 
All the species studied were euryphagous predators. 
No shllJl'ply defined breeding seasons were found, but the 

extended periods in which breeding took place were mostly in 
the warm monlt:hs, Novem'ber to April. 

Regular growth rings were found on the scales of Lutjanus 
bohar. Checks were formed at different times of the year in 
different fishes: it is suggested that these are related to spawning. 
Growth increments of from 70 mm. (3rd-4th year) to 35 mm. 
(10-11 th year) were estimated. 
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25.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1%0. On Scomberomorus lineolartls (C.Y.) 1831, from 
British East Mrican waters (Pisces, Scombridae). 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (13) 3: 183-192. 

Summary. "Kanadi",one of the most important food fishes of the 
East Afl1ican coast and referred to as Scomberomorus sp. in an 
earlier paper (No.2 above), is now recognized as Scomberomorus 
lineolatus (C.Y.), and a full description is given. 

Odd specimens are taken throughout the year, and large 
shoals are present in Zanzibar Channel from March-April until 
August-September when they are normally caught in gill or set 
nets over sand in fairly shallow water. At Malindi, Kenya, 
S. lineolalUs has a season closely approxJmating to that in Zanzi
bar. The peak of the season is in the south-east monsoon when 
the temperature and salinity of the East African Coastal Current 
both have their minimum value. 

Juveniles have not been seen. 

26.	 MORGANS, J. F. C. 1961. The North Kenya Banks and their demersal 
fish populations. 

In: EAMFRO Annual Report 1960: 29-31. 

Summary. At the conclusion of the preliminary survey of the North 
Kenya Banks 12,515 lb. of fish had been taken in 1,170 line-hours 
of fishing effort. This effort had been spread over most of the 
inshore half of the bank and, being purely exploratory, covered 
productive and unproductive areas, weather and seasons. The 
overall catch-rate of 10.7 lb. I line-hour is, therefore, suprisingly 
good, and compares favourably with commercial handline 
(snapper) fishery in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The catch comprised the following groups: Lutianidae (8 
species) 4,750 lb.; Serranidae (14 species) 3,475 lb.; Lethrinidae 
(13 species) 2,410 lb.; Sharks (c. 12 species) 1,251 lb.; Miscel
laneous (14 species) 629 lb. Eight species (listed with other data 
in the paper) comprising over rtwo-thlirds of the 'catch by 
weight were taken abo've the thermocline; below the thermocline 
the most important species were Cheimerius nufar, Pristipomoides 
microlepis 'and Gymnocranius spp. 

The lethrinids (scavengers) and serranids (rock-cods) appear 
to be most available from November to March, during the north
east monsoon; but ,the lutianids (snappers) have two distinct peaks 
of abundance, one in November and one in MarchI April, 
coincident with the intermonsoon periods. In general, August and 
September are months of very bad fishing indeed. 

27. HALL, D. N. F. 1961. A note on the Zanzibar rock-lobster fishery. 

In: EAMFRO Annual Report 1960: 32-38. 

Summary. Five species of Panutirus have been identified in the com
mercial catches: of these species P. ornatus (Fabr.) is oonside,red 
to be by fax the most important, at times possibly accounting for 
as much as 90 per ceilit of the total catch. 
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Owing to the habitat (coral crevices) of the rock lobsters, the 
only successful means of capturing them is by active hunting, the 
vast majority being shot (harpooned) by skin-divers. The divers 
do not go deeper than 25 ft., but the lobsters' are known to live 
at depths down to 180 ft. 

The fishery is new. The first fuB year 'Of aotivity was 1959 
when 13,927 lobsters weighing an estimated 50,433 lb. were caught. 
In the second year, 1960, the catch fell by 31.6 per cent, 8,040 
lobsters weighing an estimated 34,473 'lb. being caught. This decline 
in ca'tch is oons!idered nm alarming and a number of reasons affect
ing the catch are oonsidered. It is suggested that one feature of 
particular interest is the effect of a steeply sloping profile. As the 
fishing effort is confined to the upper 25 ft. the sustainable rate of 
fishing is dependent on the late at which lobsters move upwards 
from deeper layers: where the sea-'bed falls away 'luickly into 
very deep water the area from which recruitment can take place is 
very much less than on a gently sloping coast. 

28.	 WHEELER, J. F. G. 1961. The genus Lethrinus in the western Indian 
Ocean. 

Fish. Publ., London No. 15: pp.51. 

Summary. Fifteen species ·of the genus Lethrinus are recognized, one 
at. .them, L. floridus, being new to science. A1ll are described and 
iUustrated, and there is 'a 'key to their identification. Ecologica'] 
nlYtes on the species cover Mauritius and ,the Seychelles ;n addition 
to Zanzibar and 1Ihe East African coast. 

29. WlCKSTEAD, J. H. 1961. Plankton on the North Kenya Banks. 

Nature 192: 890-891. 

Summary. Plankton samples were taken by a Currie and Foxton net 
along transects of the East African coast spaced at 30-50 mile 
intervals and extending offshore some 40-50 miles. All samples 
were vertical, from usually both 200 m. and 50 m. to the surface. 

Off Cape Delgado (southern Tanganyika) the plankton dry 
weight was found Ito be about 8-12 mg./m! with no great varia
tion in offshore samples. Further north, in the Mafia area, the 
coastal water was found to be somewhat richer with 
c. 20-30 mg. I m. 3 decreasing to c. 8-12 mg. I m! offshore. This trend 
towards relatively enriched coastal water increased to the north, 
and in the Dick's Head area (north Kenya) the inshore values 
were c. 30-40 mg. I m 3 decreasing to c. 10-15 mg. I m. 3 offshore. 

The	 stations worked over the North Kenya Banks gave the highest 
values, up to 161.6 mg./m.', the highest of the series, but it was 
not possible to determine whether this applied throughout the 
year. 

The samples indicate too a higher concentration of fish eggs 
and larvae over the North Kenya Banks than elsewhere along 
the coast. 
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WILLIAMS, F. 1961. On Uraspis wakiyai sp. nov. (Pisces, Carangidae) 

from the western Indian Ocean, with a review of the species 
Uraspis Bleeker, 1855 s.s. 

Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (13) 4: 65-87. 
Summary. Two specimens attributable to the genus Uraspis were 

taken from stomach contents of other fish, one from a yellowfin 
tuna caught by trolling in 1952 and one from a sailfish caught 
on a tuna longline in 1959. They are described as a species new 
to science, and the available data <m the genus is coUated and 
discussed. 

A third specimen, taken from the stomach contents of a 
striped marlin in 1960, became available for additional notes after 
the paper was written. 

MORGANS, J. F. C. 1962. A simple and cheap design of large reel for 
commercial bottom fishing in deep water. 

E. Afr. agric. for. I. 27 (3): 150-153. 
Summary. Most line fishing on the East African coast is done from 

small boats in shallow water with thick cotton lines, unmounted. 
In order to take advantage of the good catches to be obtained 
from deeper water (> 40 fm.) in the prevailing hydrological 
conditions it is essential to use the th~nnest possible material. 
Thin stainless steel was found to be best; and this requires to be 
mounted on a reel. 

Several designs of reel were considered, to find one so simple 
that it could 'be :bu'llt with ga;rage fadlities, and so cheap that it 
would be witthin the reaCh of !the fishermen. The reel which was 
found most successful 'is desorilbed. 

MORGANS, J. F. C. 1962. Ecological aspects of demersa:l tropical fishes 
off East Africa. 

Nature 193: 86-87. 
Summary. More than 60 species of demersal fish have been caught 

during the preliminary survey of the North Kenya Banks, by 
handline fishing usually in the range 2().60 fm. Catches consisted 
of the following groups: Lutianidae, 8 species; Sem'anidae, 14 
species; Lethrinidae, 11 species; Sharks, more than 13 species; and 
Miscellaneous (n,ot tms'h), ]4 species, in the pJ1Oport!ion by weight 
of 8 : 6 : 4: 2 : 1, respectively. 

These pmpo'l'tions are not absolute, but reflect the water mass 
in which fishing was conducted: more than half the catch by 
weight taken from the surface layer, the East African Coas,taJ 
Current, was oomposed of five species (3 of Lutianus, 1 of Leth
rinus. 1 of Epinephelus) while the important species taken from 
the deeper Arabian Sea Water were Cheimerius nufar and species 
of Pristipomoides. 

The intervening thermocline between these tW() water layers 
varied between 30 and 70 fro. As the bottl>m topography of the 
North Kenya Banks is very variable, the various regions between 
30 and 70 fm. are bathed lin water of the East African Coastal 
Current on some occasions and in Arabi~n Sea Water on others. 
This must affect the distribution of the populations of the two 
water lltyers. 
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Notes are made also on the food, preferences of habitat. 
breeding and shoaling of the fish. 

33.	 WHEELER, J. F. G. (1960) 1962. Notes on the three common species 
of sharks in the Mauritius-Seychelles area. 

Proc. Roy. Soc. art. sci. Mauritius 2 (2): 146-160. 

Summary. During the Mauritius-Seychelles Fisheries Survey of 
1948-49 all but 18 of the 1,138 sha'fks caught belonged to one or 
other of three species of the genus Carcharinus. Further study 
of the sharks off East Africa ell'abled these three speoies 
to be identified as C. amhlyrhynchus Bleeker, C. albimarginatus 
Riippel! and C. milberti (MUller and Henle). The species are des
cribed, and notes on their l~fe history are added. 

34. HALL, D. N. F. 1962. Oceanic research off British East Africa, 1950-62. 

U.N. Conference, Science and Technology (Geneva) Cj122: pp.5. 

Summary. The nature of the East African coast, the meteorology, and 
the hydrobiological investigations of EAMFlRO since its incep
tion are reviewed. Three sexwl rhythms have been observed, 
namely nortth-ea'&t monlSOon spawners (Serrall'idae and Lethdnidae 
on the NoI'ith Kenya Banks, and many pelagic species including 
Scomberomorus commerson), intermonsoon spawners (Lutianidae 
on the North Kenya Banks), and south-east monsoon spawners 
(tuna, marTIn). The fish that spawn during ,the north-'east monsoon 
are -largely "locail', fish, and during that monsoon the surface 
waiters have ,their slowest drift giving 'least dispersion of 'liberated 
larvae: the south-east monsoon spawners are known migratory 
species. 

It is emphasized that the nature of the East African coast, 
with its virtuaJ. absence of a continental shelf, precludes any great 
development of the demersal fisheries; but that there are un
exploited stocks of pelagic fish, the capture of which would be 
highly profitable. 

Purse seine fishing trials are 'being bunched. 

35.	 WICKSTEAD, J. H. 1962. Plankton from the East African area of the 
Indian Ocean. 

Nature 196: 1224-1225. 

Summary. A comparison of the amount of plankton (dry weight data 
analysed) collected by a 74 m.p.i. net under varying conditions of 
water transparency, as judged by a 50 em. Secchi disc, has 
revealed a most important result, namely that when deep water 
stations are worked during daylight, and vertical samples are 
restricted to the upperrmost 200 m., then observations CllJn be quite 
misleading if the samples are examined without reference to the 

degree of transparency of the water. 

Dry weight samples apparently quite distinct, with values 
ranging from < 4 to 50 mg.jm:, are shown to be not significantly 
different when considered in relation to the water transparency. 
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36.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1962. Synopsis of biological data on frigate mackerel 
Auxis thazard (Lacepede) 1802 (Indian Ocean). 

World Scientific Meeting on the Biology of Tunas and Related Species 
(La Jolla) Species Synopsis No.4: pp. 19. 

Summary. The first section of this paper is a description of the species. 

As with most tunas, temperature appears to be the factor 
limiting the distribution -of Auxis thazard. Thegeograph1cal range 
covers the tropical and sub-tropical Indian Ocean, the southern 
extent .being close to the 20°C. isotherm for the greater part of 
the year. The species is found mainly in waters adjacent to land 
masses, although it may be present in the open ocean. 

Spawning areas are not known. Newly hatched Auxis larvae 
have been recorded close to Sumatra and Java, and form the 
only 'Indian Ocean record of such larvae; but in the Pacific and 
Atlantic Oceans larvae have been recorded from mid-ocean. 

Schooling is -strong and disciplined in East Africa where the 
species is present throughout the year, with 100-1,000 indiv,iduals 
in a shoal. Individual fish caught off South and East Africa have 
average 0.75-1.0 kg.; off Australia 0.5-1.5 kg. 

The main fishing method for Auxis thazard in the Indian 
Ocean is by beach seine in shallow water (South Africa, India, 
Ceylon, Australia): off East Africa it is rarely caught iby surface 
trolling. The fishing seasons 'appear to coincide with the periods 
of maximum surface water temperature. The flesh is red in colour 
and strongly flavoured. 

It is considered that Auxis thazard is probably the most 
abundant of all tunas, and that considerable reserves must exist 
in the Indian Ocean. 

37.	 WILLIAMS, F. 1962. Synopsis of biological data on little tuna 
Euthynnus afJinis (Cantor) 1850 (Indian Ocean). World Scientific 
Meeting on the Biology of Tunas and Related Species (La Jolla) 
Species Synopsis No.5: pp. 23. 

Summary. The first section of this paper is a desc-ription of the species. 

Temperature limits the distribution ·of Euthynnus afJinis. The 
geographical distribution covers the tropical and sub-tropical 
Indian Ocean, the southern extent of the range, in the southern 
summer, following closely the 22°C. isotherm. The greatest 
abundance of E. afJinis in East African waters is at the time of 
increasing or maximum surface water temperature. 

E. afJinis is mostly found between the 40 m. and the 250 m. 
contours, and data from the western IIndian Ocean shows that 
spawning areas are coastal, at least inside the 200 m. contour: 
Euthynnus larvae seem to be taken only from close to land 
masses. 
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Off East Mrioa the schoolin'g of E. affinis is strong and 

disciplined only in small specimens. Shoals appear to number 
100-1,000 individuals, with weights of the main size group up 
to 5.4 kg. Off Australia, the greatest weight of the main size 
groups is 6.6 kg., while the greatest recorded size appears to be 
19 lb. (8.6 kg.), ,from the Seychelles. 

The main fishing methods for E. affinis are surface trolling 
with either a natural bait or an artificial lure inside the 200 m. 
contour (Madagascar, Comoro Is., East Mrica, Somalia, Sey
cheUes, West Pakistan, Australia) and beach seines, not speci
fically for E.affinis, in very Shallow water (west coast of India, 
Ceylon, West Pakistan), while 10ngHnes and handlines are used 
also in some areas (Somalia, West Pakistan). 

In southern latitudes (South Africa, South-West Australia) 
the species occurs and is fished only during the 50uthern summer 
when the water temperatures are maximal. In the Seychelles the 
fishing season is also during the northerly monsoon when the 
surface water temperature is highest, While in East Africa, 
Cornaro 'Is., IMadagascar and north SomaHa, this monsoon is the 
period of greatest abundance of the fish (although in north 
Somalia it is also the period of minimum surface water 
temperature. 

There appear to be la:rge reserves of E. affinis in the 'Indian 
Ocean,unfinished mainly due to the difficultyoif marketing dark
fleshed tunas. 

G.P.K.4674-400-4/63 


